PARADE LINEUP AREA INFORMATION:

There will be 3 check-in points based on your type of unit. All units must be assembled and check-in between 6:45am-8:15am at the one of the three check in points.

**Check-in for floats and all moving vehicle units:** Will be at the W&M School of Education – enter on Mt. Vernon Ave. before proceeding down Compton Ave. to the lineup area.

**Check-in point for buses:** Enter at Ukrop Way off of Jamestown Rd. and proceed to the parking lot for Kaplan Arena at the lineup area, a volunteer will be there to check your group in. Unload and then proceed out Dillard St. to Richmond Rd. to South Boundary to South Henry to the W&M Facilities/Residence parking lot to wait for your group.

**Check-in point for Walking Units:** Check-in Table will be in front of Kaplan Arena at the lineup area. Your group cannot park at Kaplan—you must make your way to the lineup area after assembling. You may assemble anywhere in the area and proceed to the lineup area as long as you are on foot. If you need a place for parents to drop off additional walkers, please have them enter off of Jamestown Rd. at Ukrop Way and make their way to the BACK of Kaplan Arena where the digital sign is at Brooks St. and drop their walkers there. There will be a volunteer there to help direct additional walkers to your place in the lineup. Parents will turn around behind the Commons Dining Hall and go back out Brooks St. the way they came in. There will be no parking in that area and no cars will be let through to the staging area. Each group is responsible for having someone there to collect their additional walkers if your group has parents utilizing the drop-off area.

**If your Parade Unit includes both a float and walkers:** The float must check in at the float and moving vehicle check-in and the walkers can be dropped off at the walking unit area and move to their place in the lineup to meet the rest of their group.

All units will have an official number to pick up at check-in and NO ONE will be allowed to turn in off Monticello onto Compton without an official number. Please be sure to pick up your number before going to your designated position. Once you have received your number you should proceed to your assigned position.

Check-in ends promptly at 8:15am, therefore no units will be able to check-in after 8:15. All streets close at 8:30am, so all units must be in place by 8:30am. The parade begins promptly at 9am (with or without you)!!!!

All entry points to and around the parade staging area are monitored by Police Officers and Security. Without proper credentials, they will not clear you to enter.
**Parade Dispersal Area Information:**

PARADE ROUTE ENDS AT THE DISPERAL AREA! You are not finished with the parade route until you have reached the dispersal area and Parade Marshalls have directed you to the dismantling area for your unit. Continue marching to the assigned dismantling area.

Parents should plan to pick up children at the dispersal area of the DeWitt-Wallace Museum Lawn (Summer Breeze Concert Area)

**DO NOT DRIVE TO PICK UP YOUR CHILD. YOU MUST WALK TO PICK UP YOUR CHILD. NO CARS OTHER THAN PARADE UNITS WILL BE ALLOWED THROUGH.**

There is no participant parking at Dispersal. Use other nearby parking lots. Plan ahead!!!

Buses will be parked in the designated area of the Law School/W&M Facilities parking lot waiting to pick up participants who arrived by bus.

Vehicle units that do not need to dismantle can continue down Francis Street and leave the area.

Units needing to dismantle before proceeding through town will be directed to the W&M Facilities lot past the Law School. You must dismantle immediately and move your unit out of the dispersal area as quickly as possible so as to not hold up traffic. Units must be supervised and have the ability to be moved at all times while in the dispersal area. Abandoned units will risk disqualification for 2018 and ineligibility for participation in 2019. CLEAN UP YOUR AREA, PLEASE.

- **Yellow** = Moving units that do not need to break down – Proceed down Francis St.
- **Red** = Walking units that need to wait for parent pick up on the lawn of DeWitt Wallace Museum
- **Blue** = Bands and Floats that need to dismantle in W&M Facilities Lot